
Omakase Sake appetizer set $40 New! 
*( $22 with purchase your choice of sake bottle ) 
田所おまかせ　酒のお供セット 
お酒をご購入の方に$22にてご提供いたします。 

① いくら/ Tadokoro Original Salmon row 
② 赤貝/ Akagai clam 
③ 南蛮漬け/Deep fried fish into tosazu vinegar 
⑤ 金目、ノドグロの煮凝り/ A Jelly like product of fish broth from Golden eye snapper   
    and Nodoguro that contains a lot of collagen 
⑥ ほたて/ Scallop from Hokkaido Japan 
⑦ あん肝/ Monkfish liver 
⑧ 茄子煮/ Eggplant with dashi broth 
⑨ たこわさ/ Seasoned raw octopus with wasabi 
内容は仕入れのにより多少変化します/Content-It will change a little 
　* Please call us in advance as the number is limited



SAKE TO-GO　 

Limited time discount sale 
JUNMAI DAIGINJO　純米大吟醸 * Bottle size 24oz   

SENSHIN     洗心　( 新潟 )                                                                                                 　 

Senshin is the ultimate version of Kubota series that Asahi Shuzo produces,  
specially for KUBOTA users.  
A premium sake with fragrant flavor, clean taste and mellow touch.  
Sensin means  “Cleansing Your Heart”. 

Bottle 188   Limited discount 15%off = 159　                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

DASSAI 23   獺祭23　( 山口 )                                                                                                           

Dassai “23 Ni-wari San-bu" is the sake that defines Dassai. It is made with 
rice that has been milled so that only 23% of the original size of the grains 
remains, this is the highest degree of milling of any sake in the world. 
Going to this extreme allows us to create a sake like no other, a sake that is 
the pinnacle of refined elegance, subtlety, and delicate flavors and aromas. 

Bottle 160  Limited discount 15%off = 136　 

FUKUKOMACHI   福小町 (秋田) 
This Junmai Daiginjo is perfect fusion of rich and fragrant taste makes this 
sake the best of its kind from Kimura Brewery. Very smooth and 
sophisticated with a clean finish. Wonderfully aromatic and complex with a 
balanced clean acidity.  This sake is best served cold or slightly cold. 
( Kimura Brewery since 1615 )  Akita prefecture.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Bottle 130   Limited discount 15%off = 110　 



JUNMAI DAIGINJO　純米大吟醸 * Bottle size 24oz   

KUBOTA-MANJU   久保田 万寿　( 新潟 )                                                                  　
Kubota Manju is the flagship sake of the KUBOTA lineup. A well-balanced 
premium sake with a sophisticated aroma  and elegant flavor.  This is the 
most recognized premium sake brand in Japan, and  only available in top 
certified retailers. SMOOTH & FRAGRANT 

                                                    Bottle 110  Limited discount 15%off = 93　 

Yamato-shizuku  山と雫 (秋田)                                                          
The company philosophy is to brew original and strictly local sake by only 
using particular rice ( Akita Sake Komachi ) and water from within a 10km 
radius from Akita-prefecture. Has the sweet, mellow fruity fragrance of 
pears and grapes. Clean and elegant sake with a beautiful finish.                                                                                   　
　　　　　　　　　　                 Bottle   98   Limited discount 15%off = 83 

GEN  源　( 大分 )                                                                            　 
Gen is the premium junmai daiginjo sake. Refreshing  aroma of young 
greens. Very deep taste with a well balanced sweetness and acidity. 
Medium dry sake with the strong body.  

                                               Bottle   80   Limited discount 15%off = 68 

KUBOTA-HEKIJU   久保田-碧寿　(新潟)                                   

Kubota Hekiju is the Yamahai Version of Kubota brand.　　　　　　　　　 
It uses the most represented sake rice in Niigata, with the polishing rate of 
50%. A light and clean taste yet a slightly robust  and voluminous flavor left 
at the back of throat. Nice SEMI-DRY  

                                                   Bottle   75  Limited discount 15%off = 63 



JUNMAI DAIGINJO　純米大吟醸 * Bottle size 24oz   

SHINPAKU 南部美人 心白 (岩手)                     　            
This Junmai Daiginjo crafted in the legendary Nanbu brewing tradition, this sake 
delivers the region’s signature flavor of pure elegance that glides smoothly on the 
palate. Made with 100% premium Yamadanishiki rice and with crystalline spring 
water bubbling from directly below the brewery, this sake releases an inviting 
sweetened rice fragrance and a captivating rush of complex umami flavor. Enjoy 
before and during meals. “Shinpaku” or “White Heart”, is the starchy center core 
of a sake rice granule. When combined with Koji, it brews into sake. 

                                                   Bottle  61  Limited discount 15%off = 51 

DASSAI 45   獺祭45  (山口)                                                                                               

Dassai 45 is a premium junmai daiginjo sake, made from only rice milled 
down to 45%, water and koji mold.　Light, balanced, clean and easy 
drinking, this sake is a star. It’s wonderful for beginners to get into sake 
and fantastic for others to simply enjoy. There are wonderful fruits on the 
palate without coming off too sweet. Just fantastic. 

                                                   Bottle  65  Limited discount 15%off = 55 

DAIGINJO   大吟醸                                                                                                                                                                   

NANBUBIJIN  南部美人　(岩手)                                                 Elegant, 
stunning and well crafted as a sake can be. Nanbu Bijin Daiginjo is a beautiful 
sake to introduce beginners to the world of premium sake. Made with unique 
Ginotome rice which is grown in Iwate. Nanbubijin the other name call Southern 
Beauty. 

Bottle  80  Limited discount 15%off = 68 



JUNMAI GINJO 　純米吟醸                                                                             

HAKKAISAN 八海山 (新潟 )                                                               

Hakkaisan Junmai Ginjo is exceptional clarity of flavor and a quiet 
elegance on the palate. It’s a touch dry with tremendous balance and a 
crisp refreshing finish. Not to be missed. 

Bottle  68  Limited discount 15%off = 57 

SIMEHARITSURU JUN 　しめ張鶴　純 (新潟 )                    

In Japanese, “Jun” means Pure.  And this is indeed a pure and classic 
Junmai Ginjo. Fine balance of sweetness and translucent acidity.                 
A favourite of Japanese sake lovers. Hard to obtain. 

Bottle  68  Limited discount 15%off = 57 

KATANA 　刀　(静岡 )                                                                  

A full-bodied drink , this super-dry sake has a strong presence and thick 
flavor with almost no perceptible smell or sweetness. 

Bottle  57  Limited discount 15%off = 48 


